GRADUATE INTERNSHIP APPLICATION

Name: _________________________  *WST 6946, Section: _____________

UF ID Number: __________________  Email: ___________________________

Telephone: _______________________  Grade Point Average: ____________

Address: _________________________  Semester in which You will Enroll (Indicate Year):

________________________________  Fall ______

________________________________  Spring ______

________________________________  Summer ______

# of Credits (1-3): ______________

________________________________

Agency Name & Address

Agency Supervisor_______________ Agency Telephone Number: ______________

________________________________

Signature (Agency Supervisor)  Date

________________________________

Signature (Graduate Coordinator  Date
or other faculty supervisor, CWSGR)

Rationale: Attach a 2-3 paragraph typed statement describing the nature of the work you will be performing in your internship and explaining its connections to the larger aims of Women’s Studies and to your larger intellectual/activist plans.

Completion: Students will write a mid-term report of 2-3 pages, plus a final 8-10 page paper describing the work performed in the internship and reflecting on its connections both to the field of Women’s Studies and to the student’s emerging non-thesis project or thesis. The final paper should be accompanied by a letter from the agency supervisor confirming satisfactory completion of required hours/tasks. Precise dates for the mid-term and final papers to be arranged with Graduate Coordinator or other faculty supervisor.

Applicant: Please return complete application and written rational to the Graduate Coordinator in Ustler Hall in order to be registered.